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A near-ring N is a set N with binary operations + and • satisfying the conditions (1)
(N, +) is a group, (2) (N, •) is a semigroup, and (3) • satisfies one of the distributive laws
over +. (N, +) need not be an abelian group and if the left distributive law holds, i.e.
a • (b + c) = a • b + a • c for all a, b, c e N, then N is called a left near-ring. Similarly, the
notion of a right near-ring may be denned.

N is said to be zero-symmetric if 0-n = n - 0 = 0 for all neN. The prototype for
zero-symmetric near rings is the set M0(V) of zero preserving maps from the group V
to itself with the operations being pointwise addition and composition of mappings. The
near-ring Mo( V) is left or right depending upon which side of a mapping one places the
argument. Throughout this article, the term near-ring means left near-ring.

For a near-ring N, an N-group is defined to be a group V with a mapping
u: VxN-» V via (v, n)-»un such that for every veV and for all n, n' eN, v(n + n') =
vn + vn' and v(nn') = vn(n'). N-groups need not be abelian. If V is an N-group for the
near-ring N with identity 1, then V is called a unitary N-group provided ul = v for all
v e V. The existence of certain kinds of N-groups for the near-ring N has much to say
about the structure of N, and conversely. The main result of this paper forces a
structural condition on a particular kind of JV-group, called a compatible N-group,
under the conditions that N is zero-symmetric with identity and satisfies the minimal
condition on right ideals.

Compatible N-groups have been defined in [3] and [4]. These are just those unitary
N-groups V for which, given v e V and aeN, there exist /3 e N such that
(v + w)a - va = vv/3 for all weV. There are many classes of near-rings that have
compatible N-groups. For example, if V is a group and N is the near-ring generated
additively by a semigroup S of endomorphisms of V where S contains the set of inner
automorphisms of V, then V is compatible (see Section 6 of [3]). Included in this
collection are the near-rings J(V), A(V), and E(V), respectively, the near-rings
generated additively by the inner automorphisms, the automorphisms, and the en-
domorphisms of V.

Further definitions and notation are standard and follow Pilz's book [2] except for his
right near-ring convention. For the remainder of this paper all near-rings will be
zero-symmetric and have an identity. Groups will be written additively, but this does
not imply commutivity. The following theorem will be proved:

Theorem. Let V be a compatible N-group. If N has minimal condition on right ideals
then there exists a nilpotent normal subgroup P of V such that V/P is finite.
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For the proof of this theorem, some preliminary results and definitions are required.
Much of what follows makes use of results in [3].

If V is a group and S a subset of V then the set of all v e V such that -v + a + v = a
for all ere S is just the group centralizer of S in V and will be denoted by <SV(S). The
(near-ring) centralizer CV(U) of a submodule U of a compatible N-group V is denned
in [3] as all n e V for which [vN, U] = {0}. Alternatively, CV(U) is the sum of all
submodules of V contained in %V(U). Clearly, CV(U) is a submodule of V. H/W is a
factor of V provided H and W are submodules of V and H 2 W. H/ W is a minimal
factor of V if there are no submodules of V between H and W. If HI W is a factor of V
then CV(H/W) is just the submodule Hj 2 W of V for which HJW = CV/W(H/W) and
tgyiH/W) may be denned similarly.

The first proposition is a straightforward consequence of the fact that in the
compatible situation the near-ring induces the inner automorphisms.

Proposition 1. 1/ HJH2 and WJW2 are two N-isomorphic factors of a compatible
N-group V, then «v(Hi/H2) = <«v(W1/W2) and CV{HJH2) = CV{WJW2).

In (3) the abelian factors of an N-group V are denned as those factors that, as
iV-groups, are simply ring modules. That is to say that N/(0: V) = A is a ring and V is
an A-module in the ring sense.

Proposition 2. If V is a compatible N-group and N has minimal condition on right
ideals, then a non-abelian minimal factor H of V is finite.

Proof. Now H is a 2-tame N-group of type 2 (see Section 6 of [3] for a definition of
2-tame). By Theorem 7.4 of [3], N/(0: H) ( = N') is either a ring or is isomorphic to
M0(H). If N' is a ring then H = hN' for a non-zero element heH and H is a ring
module, hence abelian. Therefore, N' = M0(H) and the finiteness of H follows [2,Th.
7.19].

Corollary. With V, H, and N as in Proposition 2, the index | V: «V(H)| of <$V(H) in
V is finite.

Proof. The group action of V on H under conjugation is simply that of Vy#v(W).
As H is finite, V/«V(H) is finite.

For the sake of completeness we state the next result due to S. D. Scott as it is crucial
to the development.

Theorem 3 (Scott, [3, Theorem 8.9]). / / the following conditions hold: (a) N is a
near-ring with minimal condition on right ideals, (b) V is a faithful compatible N-group,
(c) U is an abelian minimal N-subgroup of V, and (d) (U: V) ^ (0: U), then the index of
CV(U) in V is finite.

Lemma 4. If V is a compatible N-group, N has minimal condition on right ideals,
and U is an abelian minimal submodule of V, then \V: CV(U)\ is finite provided V/U
has no factors N-isomorphic to U.
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Proof. Clearly we may regard V as being faithful. We shall now show that
conditions (a)-(d) of Scott's result hold. In fact we need only check condition (d). If
(17: V)c(0: U) then V(U: V)cU and so V(U: V)2c [/(0: L7) = {0}, and (U: Vf =
{0}. Thus (U: V) is nilpotent and (U: V)cJ(N). Now V/U is a faithful compatible
NI(U: V) ( = N') group and N/J(N) = N'U(N') as J(N') = J(N)I(U: V). However, the
minimal factors of V are precisely those of N/J(N) (see [4]) the same being true for
V/U and N'/J(N'). Consequently, V/U must have a factor isomorphic to U. This
contradiction yields (U: V)^(0: U). The lemma now follows from Theorem 3.

We now use Lemma 4 to extend the finite index condition to abelian minimal factors
of V.

Lemma 5. If V is a compatible N-group, N has minimal condition on right ideals,
and H is an abelian minimal factor of V, then \V: CV(H)\ is finite.

Proof. Since V is compatible, hence tame, V has a finite socle series [1] given by
{0} c Ui c U2

 c . • • c Uk = V. Let i be the largest integer 1 < i < k -1 such that l7i+1/L/i
has direct summands N-isomorphic to H. Then Ui+lIUi = WX®W2 where Wj and W2

are submodules of V/[7; and Wj is N-isomorphic to H. Now (V/l/i)/W2 has (Wt©
W2)/W2(=NH) as a minimal N-subgroup and, by the isomorphism theorem, no factor
of [(V/l/i)/W2]/[(W1© W2)l W2] is N-isomorphic to H. By Lemma 4 and Proposition 1,
\V:CV(H)\ is finite.

Proof of the theorem

The number of N-isomorphism types of minimal factors of V is finite. Thus, the
intersection D ^v(-H) (-P) over all minimal factors H is by Proposition 1 a finite
intersection of normal subgroups. As each ^viH) 2 CV(H), it follows from the Corol-
lary of Proposition 2, and Lemma 5, that for each H, | V: ^V(H)| is finite. Thus | V: P\ is
finite. Let {0}c [/!<= [/2

C • • . c Uk = V be a finite sequence of submodules of V the
factors of which are direct sums of N-isomorphic minimal submodules. Consider
{0} c [/x n P c t/2 n P s . . . c t/fc Pi P = P. As P centralizes I/, it centralizes 17, PI P, i.e.,
U , n P g Z ( P ) . But P centralizes U2/U, and thus (l/2nP)/(C7, nP)sZ(P/L7, HP) etc.
It follows that each factor (17; DP)/(t7j_1 DP) is central and P is nilpotent. The proof is
complete.

Corollary. If all the factors of V are abelian, then by Lemma 4, we may take P as a
submodule.

The authors are grateful to the organizers of the 1980 Near-Ring Conference at
Oberwolfach where the basis for this paper was developed. Both the facilities at the
institute and the opportunity to meet and discuss mathematics of common interest were
essential to this effort.
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